
About Us

           We are a tour operator and we have been in the tourist market since 2002.   From
2002 to 2004 we organised mainly package tours to Mediterranean   countries: Greece - the
Olympic Riviera, Zakynthos and Corfu. 
In 2004 we started organising incoming tours for foreign tourists in Poland
.           Owing to our four-year experience in tour operating and two   years of organising theme
trips for foreign secondary school students we   have been able to create a number of
interesting and competitive   tourist programs.
           In 2004, 2005 and 2006 we organised theme trips connected with   school curriculum for
secondary school students from Italy. In 2004 the   number of students participating in our tours
amounted to 296, in 2005 - 479 students, in 2006 (by May) - 536   students.           So far we
have organised tours for 19 schools from the entire   Italy. As we have received a number of
queries from secondary schools in   Germany, we have decided to prepare special offers for
German students           

           

Our tours are carefully designed so that you may enjoy these places in   Poland which are both
unique and fascinating as far as history, culture   and nature are concerned. The price includes:
transfer to Poland   depending on the departure city (air or coach transport), accommodation   at
3* hotels, full board (3 meals daily) or half board (2 meals),   transportation in Poland, tour guide
as well as all entrance fees and   charges. With such a wide range of services included in the
price you do   not need to worry about any additional costs - you may simply enjoy   your stay in
Poland, resting and getting to know our country. Your   satisfaction is our main concern. Over
the years our clients have sent a   lot of letters to thank us for perfect, professional organisation
of   the tours. We organise our tours in a reliable, professional way and   always bear in mind
individual needs of our clients.
           By choosing one of our tours you will spend your holidays in a   trouble-free, comfortable
atmosphere which will turn your meeting with   Polish culture, folklore and nature into an
unforgettable experience.           
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